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IMAGE SHAKE CORRECTION IMAGE PROCESSING APPARATUS AND PROGRAM



placement correction, ranging from the exposing step to the encoding and displaying steps (steps A1-A6), must be per formed in a predetermined time (see FIG. 8). However, if such series of processing steps are performed sequentially, a con



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



siderable processing time is required from determination of an offset in one frame to clipping of predetermined image



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



data. Thus, there is the problem with this apparatus that the drive frequency of a CPU concerned must be increased and



that a working memory must be provided additionally. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



1. Field of the Invention



The present invention relates to image processing appara



It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an image processing apparatus and program that reduces the time required from the start of the moving image capture to the termination of the image shake correction in each of frames that composes the moving image, thereby accommo dating appropriately to an increasing frame rate of the moving



tus and program for correcting an image shake in a moving



image. 2. Related Art



An image shake preventing apparatus is hitherto known which detects an image shake due to camera shake with an



image.



image sensor such as a CCD or a CMOS and corrects the



image shake (for example, see Unexamined Japanese Patent Publication 2004-15376). This apparatus calculates a range of magnitudes of motion vectors to be selected in respective areas, which compose each of image frames which in turn compose a captured image, based on the average value and standard deviation of the motion vectors and selects only motion vectors present in the selected range of magnitudes. Furthermore, the apparatus calculates a contrast coe?icient for motion vectors in each area, a weighing coe?icient based



20



25



detects features, and calculates the amount of features, of an image in each of blocks that compose one of a plurality of frames which in turn compose a moving image of a subject; a block selector that selects blocks that contains a amount of



features, larger than a predetermined amount of features, detected by the feature detector from among the plurality of blocks of the particular frame; a motion calculator that cal



on the contrast coef?cient, and an average of the motion



vectors weighted with the weighting coe?icient in each area,



In one aspect, the present invention provides an image processing apparatus comprising: a feature detector that



culates a motion of each of blocks of a second particular one



reliability of the total motion vector is evaluated and the total



of the plurality of frames next to the particular frame and corresponding to a respective one of the blocks selected by the block selector; a total motion vector calculator that cal



motion vector can be calculated appropriately.



culates a total motion vector of the above-mentioned next



30



which is used as a total motion vector in that area. Thus, the



However, since in this apparatus it is determined whether or not the calculated motion vectors are appropriate for cal



frame based on the motions of the respective blocks of the 35



culating the total motion vector, the motion vectors of a sub



second particular frame calculated by the motion calculator; and an image shake corrector that corrects an image shake in the moving image based on the total motion vector calculated



ject image inappropriate for calculating the total motion vec tor will also be calculated necessarily. Thus, the ef?ciency of the image shake correction is low.



by the total motion vector calculator. At least one of the feature detector and the motion calcu



We can use a method of calculating motion vectors of 40 lator may perform its operation such that a received amount of



macroblocks of a frame estimated to be appropriate for cal culating a total motion vector as a result of analysis of the distinctive attributes of a subject and then calculating a total motion vector based on the motion vectors of the macrob



locks. This method is improved in prevention of needless vector calculation. Since in this method analysis of the sub



image data to be processed does not exceed the amount of the



image data to be processed. In another aspect, the present invention provides an image processing program that causes a computer to perform the 45



functions of detecting features, and calculating the amount of features, of an image in each of blocks that compose one of a



ject, or determination of whether or not each macroblock is



plurality of frames which in turn compose a moving image of



appropriate for calculating the total motion vector, is still



a subject; selecting blocks that contains a calculated amount



required as a prestep, it is dif?cult to reduce the series of



processing times greatly.



50



of features, larger than a predetermined amount of features, from among the plurality of blocks of the particular frame;



55



calculating a motion of each of blocks of a second particular one of the plurality of frames next to the ?rst-mentioned particular frame and corresponding to a respective one of the selected blocks; calculating a total motion vector of the sec ond particular frame based on the calculated motions of the



For example, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, a conventional



image capture apparatus 200 comprises an image capturer 201 that captures a moving image and converts the image to electronic image data, a feature detector 202 that detects the features of an image based on the image data and calculates the amount of the features, a block selector 203 that selects a



block appropriate for calculating a displacement of the frame,



respective selected blocks of the second particular frame; and correcting an image shake in the moving image based on the



a motion calculator 204 that calculates a motion vector from



calculated total motion vector.



each of the selected blocks, a displacement corrector 205 that corrects the displacement of that frame based on the calcu lated motion vectors, an encoder 206 that encodes resulting corrected image data, and a display 207 that displays a result



60



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate presently



ing captured moving image. a series of processing steps such as amount-of-features cal



preferred embodiment of the present invention and, together with the general description given above and the detailed description of the preferred embodiments given below, serve



culation, block selection, moving vector calculation and dis



to explain the principles of the present invention in which:



In the image capture apparatus 200, in order to ensure a



predetermined frame rate when a moving image is captured,



65
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The feature detector 2 detects features of each of frames



FIG. 1 is a block diagram ofan essential part of an image capture apparatus illustrated as an embodiment of an image



that compose a moving image received from the image cap turer 1 by performing a predetermined operation on the frame F, and then calculates the amount of features of the frame. More speci?cally, the feature detector 2 reads each of a plu rality of blocks that compose a respective one (for example, E1) of a plurality of frames E, which compose a captured image, stored in the memory 4, Which may, for example,



processing apparatus according to the present invention; FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a frame involving macrob locks to be processed in an image shake correction by the



image capture apparatus of FIG. 1; FIG. 3 schematically illustrates calculation of motion vec



tors; FIG. 4 schematically illustrates relations of each steps of



include an image memory. The feature detector 2 then detects



image shake correction on continuous tWo frames; FIG. 5 is a sequence chart of the image shake correction to



the amount of features, Which includes, for example, inter



be performed by the FIG. 1 image capture apparatus;



speci?ed image area (or block) of the image, Which can easily



sections of lines, patterns and/or vertexes of an object, in a specify a difference betWeen the frame F1 and a next frame.



FIG. 6 illustrates a modi?cation of the image shake correc



tion to be performed by the FIG. 1 image capture apparatus;



The block selector 3 selects each block B1 (see FIG. 2)



FIG. 7 is a block diagram indicative of the composition of an essential part of a conventional image capture apparatus; and FIG. 8 schematically illustrates an image shake correction



Which contains an amount of features larger than a predeter mined amount of features from among a plurality of blocks that compose a frame F. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the block B1 selected by the block selector 3 contains an image of a tip of a subject and hence is appropriate for calculation of a motion vector by the motion calculator 5. A block B0, Whose amount of features is small, such as an expressionless background is not appropriate for calculation of a motion vector because a Wrong motion vector may be calculated. The block selector 3



to be performed by the FIG. 7 conventional image capture



apparatus.



20



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION



An embodiment of the present invention Will be described With reference to the draWings. FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an essential part of an image capture apparatus 100 illustrated as



25



an embodiment of an image processing apparatus according to the present invention.



encoder 7 and display 8. More speci?cally, the image clipper



The image capture apparatus 100 is applied, for example, to a digital camera, and captures a moving image of a subject and encodes a captured moving image in accordance With an information compression system such as MPEG 4 Which is



30



selector 3 that selects from among a plurality of blocks that compose a frame F a block B1 (see FIG. 2) that contains an amount of features larger than a predetermined amount of



7 calculates an image area of a block B2 corresponding to the block B1 from a frame F2 (hereinafter referred to as present



frame F2) next to the frame F1 (hereinafter referred to as reference frame F1) selected by the block selector 3 and



encoding standards to record the captured moving image. More speci?cally, as shoWn in FIG. 1, the image capture apparatus 100 comprises an image capture unit 1 that captures a still or moving image of a subject by converting its captured optical image to electric image data, a feature detector 2 that calculates the amount of features of the image data, a block



forWards block information including the coordinates of the selected block B1 to an image clipper 9 (see FIG. 5). The image clipper 9 is composed, for example, of a memory controller that controls outputting image data on the frame F stored in the memory 4 to the motion calculator 5,



35



corresponding to the block B1 of the frame 1 based on the block information on the reference frame F1 received from the block sector 3 (see FIG. 5). The information on the cal culated image area is clipped and forWarded to the memory 4.



The memory 4 comprises, for example, an image memory that stores image data received from the image capturer 1 after 40



subjected to predetermined image processing by the image capturer 1. The memory 4 also stores information on the



features appropriate for calculating a displacement of the



image area received from the image clipper 9. Further, the



frame F, a memory 4 that stores information on the selected block B1, a motion calculator 5 that calculates a motion vector from the information on the block B1, a displacement corrector 6 that calculates a displacement amount of the frame F based on the motion vector calculated by the motion



memory 4 temporarily stores image data on the present frame



F2 subjected to displacement correction by a displacement 45



The motion calculator 5 calculates a motion vector (or



motion) of the block B2 of the present frame F2 correspond ing to the block B1 of the frame F1 selected by the block



calculator 5 and corrects the displacement amount, an



encoder 7 that encodes the image data, Which is corrected by the displacement corrector 6, in accordance With a predeter mined information compression system, and a display 8 that



selector 3 of the reference frame P1. In this case, it is assumed 50



displays a resulting captured moving image. The image capturer 1 captures one of a still image and a



moving image by operating a changeover sWitch (not shoWn). More speci?cally, the image capturer 1 comprises an image



55



capture lens group having focus and Zoom functions, an elec tronic image capturer that comprises a CCD or a CMOS that



converts an optical image of a subject that has passed through the image capture lens group due to exposure to tWo-dimen



sional image data, a signal processor that performs a prede termined image processing step on the image data received from the electronic image capturer, and an image capture controller that controls the electronic image capturer and the signal processor, although these elements are not shoWn. The image data is forWarded from the signal processor to the feature detector 2 and the motion calculator 5 under control of



the image capture controller.



corrector 6 to be described later in more detail.



60
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that there is no signi?cant change betWeen corresponding blocks of adjacent frames appropriate for calculating a total motion vector (or displacement) of a particular frame F. Thus, When the total motion vector of the present frame F2 is cal culated, the block B1 of the preceding reference frame F1 is used. More speci?cally, the motion calculator 5 detects a block B2 of the present frame F2 Where a difference betWeen the blocks B2 and B1 is minimum in the image area of the present frame F2 corresponding to that of the selected block B1, based on the image data on the selected block B1 of the preceding reference frame F1 and image data on a corre sponding image area of the present frame F2 read from the memory 4. Then, the motion calculator 5 calculates a motion vector indicative of the amount of movement of the detected



block B2 in horiZontal and vertical directions (see FIG. 3). The displacement corrector 6 comprises a displacement calculator 61 that calculates a displacement indicative of a



total motion vector of the present frame F2 by averaging the
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motion vectors of the plurality of blocks of the present frame F2 calculated by the motion calculator 5, and an offset calcu



calculated, the image clipper 9 forWards the information on the image area to the memory 4, Which then stores the infor



lator 62 that calculates an offset of the present frame F2 relative to the reference frame 1 based on the calculated displacement. Data on the calculated offset of the present



mation temporarily (step S4).



frame F2 is then forWarded to the image clipper 9, Which moves (or corrects) the present frame F2 by the offset relative to the preceding frame F1, and clips an image area of the present frame F2 equal to the display area of the display 8. The displacement corrector 6 and the image clipper 9 com



the motion calculator 5 calculates a motion vector of a block



The motion calculator 5 then performs a motion calculat



ing step on the present frame F2 (step S5). More particularly, B2 of the present frame F2 corresponding to each selected block B1 of the preceding reference frame F1 read from the memory 4 based on the image data on the selected block B1 and the image data on the image area of the block B2. When the motion vectors of the blocks B2 are calculated, the dis placement calculator 61 of the displacement corrector 6 aver ages the motion vectors of a predetermined number of blocks



pose a displacement corrector that corrects a displacement of



a moving image based on the respective motion vectors of the feature blocks B1 calculated by the motion calculator 5.



B2, thereby calculating a displacement of the present frame F2 from the reference frame F1 (step S6). Then, the offset



The image clipper 9 forWards the corrected image data of the present frame F2 to the memory 4, Which stores the image data temporarily, and then forWards the image data to the encoder 7 and display 8 at predetermined times. The encoder 7 encodes moving image data in accordance With an information compression system that performs motion compensation such as, for example, MPEG 4. More



calculator 62 calculates an offset of the present frame F2 relative to the frame F1 based on the calculated displacement



20



9 moves or corrects the present frame F2 by the amount of the



speci?cally, the encoder 7 performs motion compensation that reduces the code amount of moving image data received from the displacement corrector 6, using a time correlation betWeen the frames F composing the moving image, and an information compression/encoding step such as DCT (Dis creet Cosine Transform) that reduces the code amount of the image data using a spatial correlation betWeen the frames F. The encoder 7 may quantize a DCT conversion coef?cient calculated in DCT With a predetermined Q value in consid



offset relative to the reference frame F1, and clips an image area of the present frame F2 equal to the display area of the



display 8 (step S8). 25



image clipper 9 to the encoder 7 and the display 8, Which then



perform encoding and displaying steps, respectively, on the present frame F2 data (step S9). When the above processing 30



35



uncorrected moving image data, and display a corresponding



moving image. The displacement correcting step Will be described With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5. FIG. 4 schematically illustrates 40



ratus 100 of this embodiment, among a plurality of frames F that compose a moving image of a subject a motion vector of a block B2 of the present frame F2 corresponding to each selected block B1 of a reference frame F1 is calculated and the total motion vector of the frame F2 is calculated. That is, the total motion vector of the present frame F2 can be calcu lated based on the calculated amount of features of the blocks



of the reference frame F1. Thus, the time required from the reception of the image data of the present frame F2 to the termination of the displacement correcting step is reduced



displacement correcting step, the encoding step and the dis playing step for the reference frame F1 are substantially the same as those for the present frame F2, and further descrip tion thereof Will be omitted. In FIG. 4, the horizontal axis



steps are sequentially performed on the respective ones of the plurality of frames F that compose the moving image, a mov



ing image Whose image shake is corrected is obtained. As described above, according to the image capture appa



The display 8 is composed, for example, of a liquid crystal



one example of the displacement correcting step. FIG. 5 is another illustration of the displacement correcting step. In the folloWing description, the motion vector calculating step, the



Then, data on the present frame F2 Whose displacement is corrected at a predetermined time is forWarded from the



eration of a visual characteristic.



display that displays a moving image based on the moving image data, Whose displacement is corrected, received from the displacement corrector 6. The display 8 may also receive



of the frame F2 (step S7). Then, When the image clipper 9 receives data on the cal culated offset from the offset calculator 62, the image clipper



compared to the conventional image processing apparatus 45



Which sequentially performs the respective processing steps ranging from the exposing step to the encoding step.



represents a time axis and each of divisions of the time axis



The motion calculating step and the amount of features



represents a processing period for a respective frame F. As shoWn in FIGS. 4 and 5, ?rst, a feature detecting step is performed on the reference frame F1 (steps S1). More par



calculating step involving each of the plurality of frames F can be performed in parallel. Thus, When these processing 50



P1) of frames F that compose a moving image captured by the image capturer 1 and stored in the memory 4 is read and forWarded to the feature detector 2, the feature detector 2 detects, and calculates the amount of, features of each of blocks that compose the reference frame F1 and then calcu lates the amount of features. Then, the block selector 3 selects a predetermined number of blocks B1, Which each contain an amount of features larger than a predetermined amount of features from among the blocks that compose the reference



the frames F that compose the moving image is reduced. 55



60



frame F1 (step S2). When the image clipper 9 receives block information including coordinates of each selected block B1 from the block selector 3, the image clipper 9 calculates or clips an image area that contains a block B2 of the present frame F2 next to the reference frame F1 corresponding to the selected



block B1 of the frame F1 (step S3). When the image area is



steps are performed sequentially on the respective ones of the



plurality of frames, the time required for performing the processing steps ranging from the start of the image capture to the termination of the displacement correcting step of all of



ticularly, When one (hereinafter referred to as reference frame



Thus, the drive frequency of the image capture apparatus 100 and hence its poWer consumption are reduced. The image capture apparatus 100 also can appropriately accommodate to an increasing frame rate of the moving image. While in the embodiment the motion calculator 5 is illus trated as calculating the motion vectors of the blocks of the present frame F2 after the exposing step is terminated, or all the image data of the present frame F2 is acquired, the motion



calculating step by the motion calculator 5 and the exposing step may be performed in parallel, for example, as shoWn in 65



FIG. 6.



More speci?cally, the motion calculator 5 performs a motion vector calculating step such that a received amount
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7 (or, for example, count) of image data of a block on Which the motion vector calculating step is performed is not exceeded by an amount (or, for example, count) of image data pro ces sed by the motion calculator 5. Thus, each time image data of a predetermined number of blocks is acquired in the expos ing step from among all the blocks that compose the present frame F2, the motion calculator 5 can perform the motion calculating step on that image data. That is, the motion cal culating step can start slightly delayed from the beginning of the exposing step Without Waiting for the termination of the



frames Which in turn compose a moving image of a



subject; a block selector that selects blocks of a ?rst one of the frames that contain an amount of the detected features



that is larger than a predetermined amount; a motion calculator that calculates a motion of respective blocks of a folloWing second one of the frames Which correspond to the selected blocks of the ?rst one of the



frames;



exposing step, thereby bringing forWard the respective end



a total motion vector calculator that calculates a total motion vector of the second one of the frames based on



ing times of the motion vector calculating step and subse quent processing steps by a time indicated by a tWo-dot-chain



an image shake corrector that corrects an image shake in



the calculated motions of the respective blocks; the moving image based on the total motion vector cal culated by the total motion vector calculator; and



line arroW G in FIG. 6. As a result, the time required from the



beginning of the exposing step to the termination of the encoding step/displaying step of the present frame F2 is



an encoder Which encodes the moving image corrected by



the image shake corrector [for display];



reduced.



While the motion calculating step and the exposing step are illustrated as performed in parallel in the displacement cor recting step of FIG. 6, the exposing step and the amount of features calculating step may be performed in parallel or the amount of features calculating step and the motion calculat



Wherein the feature detector and the encoder are controlled 20



least one of the feature detector and the motion calculator is controlled to operate such that a received amount of image data to be processed does not exceed a predetermined



ing step may be performed in parallel With the exposing step. The step in parallel With Which one or both of the motion



calculating step and the amount of features calculating step can be performed is not limited to the exposing step, but may



amount. 25



in each of a plurality of blocks that form each of a plurality of frames Which in turn compose a moving



step and the amount of features calculating step are per formed. Furthermore, When an encoded moving image ?le stored in the memory 4 is decoded and reproduced for displaying pur



image of a subject; selecting blocks of a ?rst one of the frames that contain an amount of the detected features that is larger than a



poses Without being subjected to the displacement correction, the image data decoding step may be performed in parallel



predetermined amount;



With the motion calculating step and the amount of features



calculating step, thereby reducing the time required from 35



blocks; 40



encoding the corrected moving image [for display]; and performed in parallel. 4. A computer readable medium having stored thereon a



amount of features, selects blocks that contain an amount of



program for performing functions comprising: detecting, using an image processor, features of an image



culates motion vectors of the blocks, calculates a total motion



in each of a plurality of blocks that form each of a plurality of frames Which in turn compose a moving



vector and corrects an image shake in the moving image. Various modi?cations and changes may be made thereunto Without departing from the broad spirit and scope of this 50



predetermined amount; 55



regarded to be in the scope of the present invention. This application is based on Japanese Patent Application No. 2005-323575 ?led on Nov. 8, 2005 and including speci



reference in its entirety. What is claimed is:



1. An image processing apparatus comprising: a feature detector that detects features of an image in each of a plurality of blocks that form each of a plurality of



calculating a motion of respective blocks of a folloWing second one of the frames Which correspond to the selected blocks of the ?rst one of the frames; calculating a total motion vector of the second one of the frames based on the calculated motions of the respective



?cation, claims, draWings and summary. The disclosure of the



above Japanese patent application is incorporated herein by



image of a subject picked up by an image capture appa ratus; selecting blocks of a ?rst one of the frames that contain an amount of the detected features that is larger than a



illustrate the present invention, not to limit the scope of the present invention. The scope of the present invention is shoWn by the attached claims rather than the embodiments. Various modi?cations made Within the meaning of an equivalent of the claims of the invention and Within the claims are to be



correcting an image shake in the moving image based on the calculated total motion vector;



controlling the detecting and encoding operations to be



features larger than a predetermined amount of features, cal



invention. The above-described embodiments are intended to



calculating a motion of respective blocks of a folloWing second one of the frames Which correspond to the selected blocks of the ?rst one of the frames; calculating a total motion vector of the second one of the frames based on the calculated motions of the respective



moving image Whose image shake is corrected. While in the embodiment the image capture apparatus 100 that captures an image of a subject and displays or reproduces the captured still or moving image is illustrated, any appara tus capable of performing at least a predetermined image processing operation on a captured moving image may be employed instead. For example, the present invention may be embodied by a personal computer as an image processing apparatus that captures a moving image ?le, calculates the



3. An image processing method comprising: detecting, using an image processor, features of an image



be any step Which is performed before the motion calculating



decoding the encoded moving image ?le to reproduction of a



to operate in parallel. 2. The image processing apparatus of claim 1, Wherein at



blocks; 60



correcting an image shake in the moving image based on the calculated total motion vector;



encoding the corrected moving image [for display]; and controlling the detecting and encoding operations to be



performed in parallel. *



*



*



*



*
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